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ABSTRACT: Heterogenity of tastes and expectations adds to the difficulty of a single overriding and 

preferable conduct-determining conception, in the light of urban population distribution, size and structure 

optimization. Low fertility rates reinforce life expectancy improvements resulting in consequential population 

demographic groups in their 70s, 80s and older, showing implications on the economic strength. India estimates 

that 35 percent of its eligible couples were sterilized or use other modern birth control methods. The paper 

explained a few methods to control population growth in India in particular and across the globe, in general. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 
Population changes have a huge impact on societal institutions [1]. Rate of childbearing dominate the 

population growth rate changes, and also affects the age structure [1]. Attention to the total population growth 

disguises what is happening to selected age groups [1]. Focus on the national population growth should not 

obscure the subnational level issues like spatial redistribution of population [1]. Easterlin hypothesis - 

expectations of high standard of living among young coupes resulted in low fertility, in USA [1]. Male and 

female wage effects-increase in husband’s income raise the demand for children while the increase in wife’s 

income increases the opportunity cost of children [1]. The replacement effect of older workforce with new 

entrants has a direct impactful relation on capital-labour ratio and labour productivity [1].The effect of negative 

marginal percapita output from diminished population growth, should be usually smaller than that from a 

continued population growth rates [1]. Economic growth rates converge with neutral technical progress rate to 

absorb net investment and make the investment to zero. However, the optimistic solution lies in the direction of 

consistent labour-saving innovations, to create artificial population growth [1].There are costs and benefits 

associated with every preferable pattern of population redistribution[1].Heterogenity of tastes and expectations 

adds to the difficulty  of a single overriding and preferable conduct-determining conception, in the light of urban 

population distribution, size and structure optimization[1]. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY: 
Radical islamists or jihadists, best represented by Osama bin laden and al Qaeda, regard terrorism- the 

organized, deliberate and indiscriminate killing of civilians, in the name of oppression of muslims [2]. Jihadists 

consider terrorist attacks as their legitimate means to restore the caliphate and Islam all over the planet [2].For a 

jihadist, democracy is a polytheism and just the kind of infidelity that Allah warns against [2]. The west is not 

engaged in a war against Islam but against radical Islamism[2].Al-Nogaidan asks muslims to incorporate into 

their religious tradition liberal interpretations of sacred texts and a tolerant attitude  toward other religions[2]. 

The greater Jihad is an internal struggle by the individual to achieve dominance over his passions, for spiritual 

reformation into a religious life, whereas the lesser Jihad retains the military meaning[2]. An Egyptian radical 

expressed Islam as the religion of strength and the muslim has the duty to be a terrorist, to terrorize the enemies 

of Allah, to represent peace and security to the faithful [2]. A fatwa is the religious terminology used for 

political propaganda [2].The first dilemma is not uniquely islamic, the less orthodox hesitate to challenge 

fundamental dogmas for being branded lapsed in faith[2]. It is a fact that the ARAB Sunni Islam never reformed 

itself for lack of an accepted mechanism to relegate a text’s ideological obsolescence[2]. Dr B R Ambedkar 

said,on the 26
th

 January 1950, India entered into a life of contradictions, with equality in politics, and inequality 

in social and economic life[3].A careful analysis revealed that the roots of naxal violence lie in the socio-

economic  situation of the people and nascent consciousness among the underdogs of their plight and their 

rights[3]. Naxalism is basically a socio-economic problem and superficially a law and order problem [3].The 

law and order machinery, POLICE, is  a tension-managing agency only and cannot be a panacea for all ills of 

society, but only a first aid at its best [3]. Treatment requires radical changes in the socio-economic system from 

the political leaders [3].The naxal revolution is propelled by hunger, glaring social injustice and indignation at 
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mounting corruption in public life and administration [3].The crux of the naxal stand on violence is that violence 

is imposed by the ruling class[3].A caste is dominant  when it is numerically  the strongest in  the village or the 

local area, and economically and politically exercises a preponderating influence[3].Even though thought not the 

highest caste, the numerical weakness of the upper castes is more than compensated by their ritual status, social 

prestige and economic power[3]. Expectations rise much faster than the system can develop the capabilities to 

meet them [3]. Naxalism is one of several alternative forms in which the dis-satisfaction of the people’s living 

conditions found expression [3]. People commit crimes due to the socialization process without a strong sense of 

right or wrong and ever-increasing desires act as stimulus for crime[4].nature of crime has no weightage 

considering all crimes equal[4].In 2021, the crime rate per one lakh of population is 260.8 percent[4].A total of 

428278 crimes were registered on women, in 2021,showing an increase of 15.3 percent over 2020 [4]. In 2021, 

state anti-corruption bureau registered 3745 cases [4].In 2021, 2585 cases were registered against foreigners 

under foreigners act [4]. Human trafficking cases registered in 2021 were 2189[4]. A total of 17,115 cycber 

crime cases were registered in 2021 showing a slight decline[4].The respective conviction rate in rape and 

murder cases is 28.6 and 42.4 [4]. Police initiated 1497410 suo-moto complaints till now[4]. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY: 
Low fertility is the reason behind the global phenomena of declining population growth and older 

populations greatly outnumber the young [5]. Many Asian and European women average fewer than two births 

over their reproductive span and often closer to one [5]. Low fertility rates reinforce life expectancy 

improvements resulting in consequential population demographic groups in their 70s, 80s and older, showing 

implications on the economic strength viz tax payer revolt on the public pension system [5]. Japan has the 

highest life expectancy and the oldest population in the globe with a fertility rate below 1.3 births per woman 

[5]. The United Nations population commission duty was to arrange for studies on population size and structure, 

interrelations of  demographic, economic, and social factors, and population policies to inform the UN’s 

economic and social council[6].The commission expressed concerns in the Third world, time and again[6]. 

Third world population researchers, notably SEAPRAP-Southeast Asian population research program, were 

labour-intensive, and experienced researchers personally involved to mentor junior colleagues in research design 

and implementation [6]. India is utterly unable to cope with population growth as urban fertility rates dropped 

25 percent iin the past two decades[6]. With some regional differences, India successfully brought down its 

fertility rate[6]. India estimates that 35 percent of its eligible couples were sterilized or use other modern birth 

control methods[6].Here explained are a few methods to control population growth in India in particular and 

across the globe, in general. 

Muslims obey single child policy to avoid terrorist recruitments in Islamic sympathy. Too many children with 

four wives in Islamic religion lead to negligence. Thus, single child policy brings in a little care about the child 

and the future of the child.  

Terrorist families in north-east states of India to bear only a single child, only to preserve the native tribes of the 

place.  

Naxalism took birth in naxalburi,west Bengal, and had spread all over the country. Thus, all surnames belonging 

to naxalburi obey single child policy, in west Bengal and neighboring Indian states. 

National crime records bureau recorded surnames to obey single child policy. Sexual abuse complaints mostly 

due to societal fear, must be discouraged with single child policy. A sexual abuse medical symptoms are vaginal 

tearing and mental trauma, besides body bruises. Thus, pregnancy post sexual abuse is an indication of inherent 

biological urge for sex but societal fear. Thus, such complainants to obey single child policy. 

Women may stop moral policing at workplaces, not to result in female charm escapes. Mostly, such incidents 

turn into love affairs and thereafter police complaints to ruin anyone or both careers and lives. Thus, workplace 

police complaints and love affairs turned marriages to adopt single child policy. Women stop expecting free 

lunch. 

Caste based census of crime records also leads to single child policy among the castes. Usually, police blames 

forward castes for the crimes committed by reservation category, for example, dowry and domestic violence. 

Eradicate Casteism. The OBC youth who denies to marry sc/st, for inter-caste marriages, obey single child 

policy. Likewise, Sc/St people marry below poverty line population or obey single child policy. 

Krishna river, upanadi-musi river in telangana, has been converted into a drainage canal for islamic religious 

reasons. Thus, spoiling natural resources of a nation is a crime. Thus, Hyderabad old city muslim population to 

obey single child policy. 

Corruption. Police and citizens involving in bribes obey single child policy. Especially, revenue department, 

government of India.  

Cyber crime. Hackers to bear a single child, out of humanity. 
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IV. CONCLUSION: 
The paper talks of single child policy among various sections of Indian population who do various 

crimes. The 22.18 crores below poverty line population to be uplifted through various measures, for a 

prosperous India. The second child in a family is the indication of well being and a fruit of successful hardwork 

in duty. The idea is to have a positive energy vibrant and hardworking Indian population stand stagnated at the 

count hundred crores. 
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